
Knowledge Organiser: Stone Age to Iron Age

Key Facts

● In the Stone Age, most of the cutting tools were made of stone, mainly flint.
● The Stone Age was split into three periods: the Paleolithic period, the Mesolithic period and the Neolithic period.
● Different species of humans lived during the Paleolithic period including Homoerectus, Neanderthals and Homosapiens.
● By the end of the Paleolithic period, the Neanderthals in Britain had all been wiped out.
● By the Mesolithic period, the last Ice Age had ended and people learned to hunt using tools.
● In the Neolithic period, people settled more and began to farm land.
● By the Bronze Age, people had found out how to make bronze and used it for tools and weapons.
● Bronze is made from at least two metals, usually copper and tin. 
● During the Bronze Age, people started to live in permanent settlements.
● By the Iron Age, people had worked out how to make iron and used it for tools and weapons.
● By the Iron Age, most people lived in farmsteads. People also lived in hillforts. 
● During the Iron Age, the population increased and the country was divided into territories where people lived in tribes.

Timeline of prehistory in Britain



Key Vocabulary
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Prehistory - the time in the past before writing was used to record events
Archeologists - scientists who study things that people made, used and left behind 
Paleolithic period - the first period of the Stone Age
Mesolithic period - the middle period of the Stone Age
Neolithic period - the last  period of the Stone Age
Ice Age - a time when thick ice sheets called glaciers covered huge areas of land 
Homoerectus - first human species to come to Europe 2 million years ago
Neanderthals - original humans evolved into Neanderthals
Homosapiens -  the species that all modern humans belong to (us!)
Agriculture - agriculture is another word for farming. It includes both growing and harvesting crops and raising animals. 

Why is this important?

It is important to understand that people lived in Britain before their lives were recorded with writing. Learning about the 
Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age also helps us to understand how humans changed over thousands of years and develop an 
understanding of chronology (the order things happen in). By learning about how the Earth and its climate changed too, we can 
understand how humans moved from cave-dwellers and hunter-gatherers to people that lived in one place and farmed the 
land. By the end of the Iron Age, Britain had been divided into territories with groups of people living in tribes. Knowing this 
and how it came to be, helps us to understand what Britain was like when the Romans invaded, which we will learn about in our 
next History topic.


